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Abstract

Aims of the Study:
Laparoscopic simulation has transformed skills acquisition for many procedures. However, realistic non-biological simulators for complex reconstructive surgery are rare. Life-like tactile feedback is particularly difficult to reproduce. Technological innovations may contribute novel solutions to these shortages. We describe a hybrid model, harnessing 3D technology to simulate laparoscopic choledochal surgery for the first time.

Methods:
Digital hepatic anatomy images and standard laparoscopic trainer dimensions were employed to create an entry level laparoscopic choledochal surgery model. The information was fed into a 3D systems project 660pro with visijet pxl core powder to create a free standing liver mould. This included a cuboid portal in which to slot disposable hybrid components representing hepatic and pancreatic ducts and choledochal cyst. The mould was used to create soft silicone replicas with T28 resin and T5 fast catalyst. The model was assessed at a national pediatric surgery training day.

Results:
The 10 delegates that trialed the simulation felt that the tactile likeness was good (5.6/10 +/- 1.71, 10=like the real thing), was not too complex (6.2/10 +/- 1.35; where 1=too simple, 10=too complicated), and generally very useful (7.36/10 +/- 1.57, 10=invaluable). 100% stated that they felt they could reproduce this in their own centres, and 100% would recommend this simulation to colleagues.

Conclusion:
Though this first phase choledochal cyst excision simulation requires further development, 3D printing provides a useful means of creating specific and detailed simulations for rare and complex operations with huge potential for development.
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Introduction

Since the first laparoscopic training programmes were described in the early nineties [1], there has been a huge amount of research into the potential benefits of practicing laparoscopic skills outside of the operating theatre [2-5]. Although clinical benefit was a presumed effect of ex vivo skills training [2], until recently there had been a lack of high quality studies demonstrating transference of these skills to the theatre [3]. A recent systematic review by Zendejas looked at 219 comparative studies, with 151 (69%) of these comparing skills training intervention against no intervention. This showed benefits of simulation based laparoscopic surgery and has contributed to a shift in thinking; not whether minimal access skills training should be provided as part of standard surgical training but how to provide it most effectively [4,5]. This is particularly true in pediatric surgery in which a range of relatively rare but complex surgical interventions are called for. Reconstructive procedures pose a specific problem when considered alongside workforce expansion and the dilution of expertise. The result is limited training opportunities for even more senior trainees which makes the role of surgical simulation even more important. However, problems remain with ensuring that simulation is realistic, affordable and has construct validity. Advances in virtual reality simulation have led to the development of built in resistance arms to provide haptic feedback [6]. While the technology has improved significantly over the years, problems remain with image production, poor trainer reviews and expense. Meanwhile, laparoscopic box trainers have become much more widely available for trainees [7].

Realistic, non-biological simulators for complex reconstructive surgery are still uncommon. The relatively new, and rapidly advancing, technology of 3-dimensional printing has already been used to address some surgical service issues. Though only described in a medical context a little over a decade ago, the technology has moved from merely providing modeling of specific patient anatomy, based on CT/MRI imaging, to allow operative planning [8,9]. In the non-uniform world of pediatric surgery, where sizes, shapes and anatomy vary through age ranges and congenital abnormalities, the ability to design interventions for the specifics of that patient carries huge potential. In 2013, Zopf described the successful use of a 3D printed model of a pediatric patient to treat their tracheobronchiomalacia.

Despite these advances, there have been limited descriptions of 3D printing being used to create accurate simulations of complex and rare procedure, such as laparoscopic choledochal
cyst excision. We aimed to develop and trial a model of laparoscopic choledochal cyst excision.

Methods

The authors worked in conjunction with a local 3D printing and design company, Cadventure, to produce an entry level laparoscopic choledochal surgery model, using digital hepatic anatomy images and standard laparoscopic trainer dimensions. This creates a CAD file which is then split into 2D layers which can be used by a standard commercially available Selective Laser Sintering printer (3D systems project 660pro). Due to the current expense of 3D printing, a free-standing liver mould was created using a nylon-based powder (visijet pxl core powder) at a cost of £900; which included consultation fees and prototyping (see figure 2). The design included a cuboid portal in which to slot disposable hybrid components representing hepatic and pancreatic ducts and choledochal cyst. (Figure 1).

The single printed mould was then used to create multiple models using T28 silicone mould rubber, which was deemed to have the most appropriate consistency and flexibility in prototype phase. This was combined with a standard T5 fast catalyst (1: 20 Catalyst:Silicone). This was poured into the mould coated with Ambersil Formula 5 Silicone release spray to allow for product release once set. Once left for 3 hours, the model was removed and trimmed of excess silicone (Figure 2). Silicone and catalyst for 4 models with our dimensions costs £40 at a standard retailer.

The cuboid portal was then filled with a disposable and reusable simulated biliary tree. This comprised a square sponge with balloon embedded within in, a surgical glove finger to simulate the dilated proximal ducts and an electrical wire insulating tube to represent the common bile and pancreatic ducts (Figure 1).

The model was trialed at the Karl Storz/ British Association of Pediatric Endoscopic Surgeons (BAPES) laparoscopic skills national training day. The session consisted of a 20 minutes simulated excision focusing on four key steps: i) active traction and then division of the common bile duct; ii) dissection of the balloon cyst from the sponge bed; iii) internal visuali-
sation of the upper limit of the cyst and the duct level and iv) transaction of the cyst and hybrid anastomosis with porcine oesophagus as the simulated roux loop (Figure 3).

Feedback was then collected from delegates on three key areas using visual analogue scores: tactile feedback, usefulness and complexity. Yes/no responses were collected as to whether they thought they could replicate this in their own centres and whether they would recommend this model to colleagues. Space was also left on the form for free text qualitative feedback.

Results

Twenty senior pediatric surgical trainees attended the national training day. The biliary station comprised two parts: simulated laparoscopic cholecystectomy with porcine organs and the choledochal cyst simulation as described. Ten delegates trialed the latter simulation. Feedback was collected from all 10.

On visual analogue scoring the simulation scored a mean of 5.6/10 (range: 3-8; SD 1.71), where 10 signified it feeling like the real operation and 1 was nothing like it. The delegates felt the complexity was about right scoring it a mean 6.2/10 (range: 4-8; SD 1.35), where 1 = too simple and 10 = too complicated. The simulation was also felt to be very useful overall with a mean of 7.36/10 (range: 4-9; SD 1.57), where 1=useless and 10=invaluable (see figure 4). All delegates felt that it was easily reproducible in their own units and 100% also stated they would recommend the simulation to their colleagues.

Discussion

The trainees that attended the national training day were there by invitation from BAPS following recommendation from their individual departments. They were senior pediatric surgery trainees with an interest in minimal access surgery. Despite this, none had ever used a laparoscopic choledochal cyst excision simulation before. To the authors’ knowledge this is the first described simulation of this uncommonly performed, complex procedure. This first phase model received globally positive feedback; in which it was described as not overly complicated, realistic and useful to trainees. All delegates that used it stated that they would
recommend it as a valuable training tool. They also stated that they felt it could be reproduced in their departments, thus achieving the goal of producing a simple, effective and reproducible entry level simulation model for the condition.

As expected from the first trial, the feedback from the delegates highlighted a few issues with the phase 1 model we had created. Three of the delegates specifically identified issues with the adhesive used to stick the balloon cyst into the sponge bed. The issue was a balance between being able to dissect it off in the allocated time and it not coming away too easily. Time pressure was also raised as an issue by delegates. The 4 step simulation was given a 20 minute slot in the all day skills workshop. This meant that ultimately, none of the delegates completed a full anastomosis. Despite this, the delegates felt this was a useful and realistic simulation, with one writing “this is a useful model for simulating the task and its ergonomic challenges”. In order to address these issues we are trialing different adhesive options; including velcro and a range of base materials. The time recommended for future workshops has also increased to allow for completion of all steps. The authors have also discussed options of creating a 3D printed mould to create an entirely 3D printed model in thin, malleable silicone, with the hospitals own 3D printing department. A model for pyeloplasty created in this way has already been trialed by Cheung et al (2014) which included a synthetic kidney, ureters and renal pelvis. Theirs were also produced from a 3D printed solid mould in order to allow quick production of multiple models using Dragon-skin rubber. Both delegates and experts at their trial gave positive reviews for likeness to the real thing and usefulness of the simulation [14].

A number of other authors have also speculated on the potential for 3D printing in teaching and training after successfully producing accurate models of complex or rare anatomy [15-17]. These models have allowed operative planning in urology, specifically renal transplants, neurosurgery and cardiothoracics. In particular, parallels for pediatric surgery can be drawn from the latter two specialities; they have utilised 3D printing technology in order to recreate procedures that require practice but have limited training opportunities, such as berry aneurysm clipping and cardiac procedures that have been reduced in frequency by the advent of endovascular surgery [16,17].
The pediatric surgical training curriculum in both North America and UK define key procedures at each level of training [18,19]. The more basic procedures, such as pyelomyotomy and appendicectomy, have many effective low fidelity simulations which have led to their inclusion in logbooks and training schemes. However, there are few described, reproducible simulations for the more complex surgeries for more senior trainees; such as tracheosophageal fistula, biliary atresia or cholodochal cysts. The anatomy of these procedures is more complex and the procedures have a larger number of steps. The accuracy of 3D printing to recreate anatomy from layer imaging and its application as an educational tool is being increasingly reported [20]. Choledochal cysts can present with great variation, even outside of the broad 4-part classification [21]. In such situations 3D printing could allow more high fidelity, patient specific practice and operative planning prior to surgery, to the benefit of even the most experienced surgeons. This had previously been described in the case of complex tumours, such as perihilar cholangiocarcinomas [22]. The benefits of practicing immediately prior to surgery, or ‘warm up surgery’, even for routine cases or tasks have been shown by two recent randomised control trials [23,24]. Between the two studies, a total of 540 surgeons were split into no warm up vs warm up groups, which showed significantly better performance on predetermined scoring systems not only on simulation but also in the operating theatre proper [23,24].

This potential could be stretched yet further as 3D printing utilises bio-scaffolds to produce actual tissue, or replica tissue, constructed in a process termed bioprinting [25-27]. Though little published research has identified the use for this very new technology in simulation training, this opportunity has already been commercially recognised. This technology is primarily aimed at mass-producing patient specific organs for transplant, but this goal is still some way off [26]. Nonetheless, replica organs with the same consistency and tissue mechanics of actual viscera have already been produced and on the market for use as training aids. These can even be injected with dye to simulate bleeding when cut [27].

**Conclusion**

Although 3D printing remains relatively expensive for the specific item; the production of a ‘one off’ mould allows for ongoing production of future samples at a more affordable price. 3D printing provides a useful means of creating specific and detailed simulations for rare and complex operations with huge potential for development. Further modifications of this
prototype model, as well as further research into this field, is required in order to tap into the potential for this new technology as a teaching aid.
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Figure Legends:

Figure 1:
Nylon powder 3D printed mold at the top of the picture with the resulting silicone model beneath.

Figure 2:
3D printed hepatic base with cuboid portal for choledochal laparoscopic surgery simulation

Figure 3:
i) active traction and then division of the common bile duct; ii) dissection of the balloon cyst from the sponge bed; iii) internal visualisation of the upper limit of the cyst and the duct level and iv) transection of the cyst and hybrid anastomosis with porcine oesophagus as the simulated roux loop.

Figure 4:
Bar graph of means out of 10 from visual analogue scores for tactile feedback, complexity and usefulness of choledochal model: (10=exact likeness); complexity (1=too simple, 10=too complicated); and usefulness (10=invaluable).
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